NCHINDA LOVELYN

The ubuntu family is a place to be, change communication is the way to get there. My first ever work shop
I attended was made possible by this great organization, Change Communication. The turn out was just
so good. I learned just more than enough and wish we get more worshop activities on other vital aspects.
Peace building is what every nation needs to grow, without peace there's no stability and economic
activities are slow therefore drawing the country backwards. Due to the educational talks I got from
change communication which is all about bringing a change where ever you find your self and essence of
togetherness, it enabled me to know how to better manage information I receive around, in my phone
and what I also spread.
The media nowadays is one of the most dangerous icon in every growing economy. Change
communication helped broaden my mind and brought in new ideas which helped me limit the type of
information i read share and listen to. Even though it is not an easy task but due to the work shop, almost
at every moment before I speak to someone or share information the importance of together and peace
rings via my mind. The importance on how to use words and the negative impact of hate speech helped
me in managing my words when talking to people. Like for example me being a class delegate is not easy
as man by nature will always be somehow quarrelsome but after the work shop I got more ideas on How
to handle people around me and how to avoid using hate words.
At least am becoming a better leader thanks to the talks from change communication. Not to forget thanks
to Change communication via the ubuntu family for all the encouragement and activities which are
brought up almost on a weekly basis to keep the family going. Much thanks to the founders and funders
of Change Communication. Shalom.

